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Powder Wars: The Supergrass who Brought Down Britain's Biggest Drug Dealers
Readers also enjoyed. The first gangster to fall foul of Grimes' change of heart was Curtis Warren, aka 'Cocky', the wealthiest and most successful
criminal in British history. But when his son died of a drugs overdose, the old-school mobster turned undercover informant, swearing revenge on
the new generation of Liverpool-based drug dealers flooding Britain with? Marrion rated it liked it Aug 16, Was given this, didn't know much
about it, and, as it was a short book, thought I'd give it a go. Grimes rose to become the boss of Haase? About AbeBooks. He has 38 criminal
convictions and was involved in a range of violent and illegal activities. Showing From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. David Harper rated it
liked it Jan 26, Scott rated it it was amazing Sep 04, Rating details. Graham Johnson. From shop lifting in Bootle to nationwide drug importing,
Grimes crossed paths with the likes of Curtis Warren and John Hasse, later putting them away when he turned grass due to his son dying of an
overdose. Aaron Howlett rated it it was amazing Oct 15, Refresh and try again. There are no discussion topics on this book yet. Sort order. But
when his son died of a drugs overdose, the old-school mobster swore revenge on the new generation of Liverpool-based heroin and cocaine
dealers. Worth a read I suppose. In the morning Powder Wars: The Supergrass Who Brought Down Britains Biggest Drug Dealers would take
Powder Wars: The Supergrass Who Brought Down Britains Biggest Drug Dealers of six kilos of heroin, in the afternoon they would send a cache
of guns to Scotland and in the evening they would petrol bomb a nightclub. Want to Read Currently Reading Read. The book is a go A gritty
account of growing up as a member of one of Liverpool's crime families. And then they would go to work? Return to Book Page. Stock Image.
Against all odds, he turned undercover informant. Powder Wars also reveals the secrets behind one of the most controversial episodes in British
judicial history - how former Home Secretary Michael Howard was duped into granting John Haase a Royal Pardon. Friend Reviews. The first
gangste Gangster Paul Grimes was a one-man crimewave with a breathtaking capacity to steal. This specific ISBN edition is currently not
available. Read more Such hypocrisy is comical. Grimes infiltrated his cocaine cartel and led Customs to the largest narcotics seizure on record,
putting Warren in the dock in the drugs trial of the twentieth century. Powder Wars is a riveting account of modern gangsters told in brutal detail.
Thanks for telling us about the problem. He currently lives in London. Against all odds, he turned undercover informant. Powder Wars is the true
story gangster Paul Grimes, a one-man crimewave with a breathtaking capacity to steal. Open Preview See a Problem? He discovered his second
son was now a rising star in the drugs business. New Paperback Quantity Available: 1. The book is a good read, however it's ruined by Grimes'
poor justification for turning "grass" informer. Categories : births Living people Criminals from Merseyside British crime biography stubs. To ask
other readers questions about Powder Warsplease sign up. Synopsis About this title Powder Wars is the true story gangster Paul Grimes, a one-
man crimewave with a breathtaking capacity Powder Wars: The Supergrass Who Brought Down Britains Biggest Drug Dealers steal. Paul Grimes
born 26 May is a former gangster who, from an early age, was active in Liverpool 's criminal underworld. Read this book some years ago and
could not put it down. Powder Wars is a portrait of a true sadist [John Haase] for whom inflicting pain on those who crossed him was not only
business but a personal pleasure' - New Statesman " "'A compulsive read. Neil rated it really liked it Aug 05, Powder Wars is the true story of the
supergrass who brought down Britain's biggest drug dealers. Graham Johnson. The life-or-death question was: should he shop him or not? Finally,
as his net began to tighten, Grimes was confronted with the ultimate dilemma. Search for all books with this author and title. Focusing initially on
Curtis Warren, the wealthiest and most successful criminal in British history, Grimes infiltrated his cocaine cartel and led Customs to the largest
narcotics seizure on record, worth million, putting Warren in the dock in the drugs trial of the 20th century.
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